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ABSTBACT 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the matrix equation AXIS + CYD = E to 
be consistent is established, and if it is, a representation of the general solution is 
given, thus generalizing earlier results concerning the equation Ax + YB = C. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout, the set of m X n matrices over a field will be denoted by 
9R m,n’ Also, given A E %_,,“, P(A) and ‘2 (A) will stand for the column 
space and the row space of A, respectively. Moreover, a g-inverse of 
AE %rn,n will be denoted by A- and understood as a matrix for which 
AA-A=A. 
In [l] Baksalary and Kala considered the matrix equation AX-YB =C, 
with given A E %,,,, , BE uXP,.4 and C E 9X&,. They established a neces- 
sary and sufficient condition for consistency of this equation and, for a 
consistent case, gave a representation of its general solution. The solvability 
criterion has been expressed in [l] in terms of g-inverses of the matrices 
involved, thus having a form different from that devised by Roth [5] and 
then alternatively derived by Flanders and Wimmer [3]. 
In the present paper, a more general linear matrix equation, AXE+CYJD 
= E. is considered. A necessary and sufficient condition for its solvability and 
a representation of its general solution are established. The results obtained 
are shown to include those given in [l] as particular cases. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
The goal of this section is 1.0 restate Tao known results on linear matrix 
equations which are relevant to deriving the main result of the paper. 
LEMMA 1. Let AE%,,,,, BE%& and CSti%,,,,. Then the equation 
AXB=C 
is consistent if cd only if few some A- and B- 
AA-CB-B=C, 
or, equiuaZ.entZy, 
AA-C=@ and C 
(1) 
(2) 
If this is the case, a representation of the general solution is 
X=A-CB- +U-A-AUBB-, (3) 
with arbitray UE %“,,. 
The condition (1) and the representation (3) can be found for instance in 
Ben-Israel and Greville [2, p, 391. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is easy to 
verify. 
LEMMA 2. 
=P. qz 
Let A,E:‘%+, ,,“, BIE*p,ql, CIEGSR_m,,q,, A,Ea,+,“. BzE 
and C, E %+,,,,gl, and let each of the equations 
rh,X& =C, and A&XBz=C, (4 
be consistent. Then a cnnmon solution to these equations exists if and only 
i-f 
AA,C,B,E=AAj-C,B,-B (5) 
for some g-inverses Ai-, B, , 4 and I&- and for some matrices A and B 
such that 
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and 
C?(B) = e(B,) n e(B,). 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the equations (4) to have a 
common solution and, if they have, a representation of the general solution 
were originally obtained by Mitra [4]. More recently, Shinozaki and Sibuya 
[6] gave certain alternative ~orrnulations of the solvability criterion, of which 
that stated in (5) is the most convenient for the purposes of the present 
paper. 
Lemma 2 may be proved as follows. If, for some XE 9R”, p, A,XB, = C, 
and A&B, = C2, then 
AA&B,B=AA,A,XB,B,B=A.XB 
which shows the necessity of (5). To prove the sufficiency it is important to 
observe that, for some subspaces S and 5, 
%(&)=%(A)% and ~((BJ = ~(B)WT, 
in which case 
%(A,) n 5 = (0) and li?(B,)n”3={0}, 
and, consequently, tbere exist projectors (idempotent matrices) P and Q such 
that A,P=A, and QB, = R,, while 9l (AzP) c 93 (A) and C? (QB,) c i.?(B). 
Assuming now (5) to be satisfied, it is easy to verify that 
X=x,+P(X,-X&Q, 
with X1 = AcC,B, and X, = A,C,B, , fulfills the two equations in (4). 
3. RESULTS 
Let AE%~,,, BEL3&, CE%,,,,, ~~~~~~~~ and EE%,,,~ and 
consider the equation 
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According to the definition, it is consistent if and only if there exist 
and YE %r,S such that 
AXB=E-CYD. (7) 
But, in view of Lemma 1, this holds if and only if the equations 
(I-AA-)(E-CYD)=O (a) 
and 
(E-CYD)(I- B- (9) 
admit a common solution YE ‘%& ; here, and also in what follows, each 
g-inverse involved is to be understood as arbitrary but fixed. Using the 
notation 
G=(bAA-)C (10) 
and 
H=D(I-B-B), (11) 
the equations (8) and (9) may be written 
GYD=(I-AA-)E (12) 
and 
CYH=E(I-B-B), (13) 
and hence, on account of Lemmas 1 and 2, it follows that the equation (6) is 
solvable if and only if 
GG -(I-AA-)EI~-D=(~~A-)E, (14) 
CC-E(I-B-B)H-H=E(bB-B) (15) 
and 
LG-(I-AA-)E =LC-E(I- (16) 
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where L and M in (16) are some matrices such that 
and 
c(M) = e(D) n e(H). 
But, from (10) and (ll), it is seen that %(G)c%(C) and e(H)ce(D), and 
thus G and H, respectively, may be used to represent L and M. It becomes 
then clear that the condition (16) is superfluous as being implied by (14) and 
(15). To conclude the part concerning the solvability criterion note that, due 
to the equivalence of (1) and (2) in Lemma 1, the conditions (14) and (15) 
may be replaced by four somewhat simpler conditions, namely 
(I-GG-)(I-AA-)E=O, (17) 
(I-AA-)E(I-D-D)=O, (18) 
(I-CC-)E(I--B-13)=0 (19) 
and 
E(I-B-B)(I-H-H)=O. (20) 
Now suppose the equation (6) is consistent, that is, the conditions (14) 
and (15), or equivalently the conditions (17) through (20), are fulfilled. In 
view of Lemma 1, a representation of the general solution to (12) is then 
Y=G-(I-AA-)ED-+T-G-GTDD-, (21) 
where T E %,,, . For Y specified by (21), the equation (13) takes the form 
CTH-CG-GTDD-H=E(I-B-B)--CG-\I-AA-)ED-Ii, 
or, on account of (11) and (18), the form 
C(1 - G-G)T = [I-CG-‘(I-AA-)]E(I-B-B). (22) 
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With the choice of (I-G-G)C- as a g-inverse Df C(I-G-G), a general 
representation of T satisfying the equation (22) is 
T-(1-G-G)C-[I-CG-(I-AA-I]E(I-B-B)H- 
+W-(I-G-G)C-C(I-G-G) 
which, using (lo), (17) and (19), simplifies to 
T=[(I-G-G)C- +(I-C-C)G-(I-AA-)]E(I-B-B)H- 
+W-CC-(I-G-G)WHH-, (24 
with arbitrary W E u%&. An explicit expression for Y is now readily obtain- 
able by substituting (23) into (21), and that for X by applying Lemma 1 to 
the equation (7). They are revealed in the following 
THEOREM. Let AE‘%&.,,, BE‘%&,, GE?JRm,,, DE‘%& and EE 
~%n,,. Also, for any giuen matrix M, let K, and R, denote the prujecturs 
I - MM- and I - M-M, respectively. Then the linear matrix equation 
is consistent if and only if 
GG-K,ED-D=K,E and CC-EE,jiI-H=ER,, 
or, equiualently, if and only if 
K,K,E = 0, K,ER, = 0, K&R,=0 and ER,R,=O, 
where G = K,C and H = DR,, and all the g-inverses inuolued are arbitra y 
but fixed. 
If this is the case, a representation of tTze general solutim is 
Y=G-K,ED- -+(R,C- +QG-K,)ER,H- 
+W-C-CR,WHH- -G-GWDD-, 
X=A-(E-CYD)B- +Z-A-AZBB-, 
with arbitrary WE 91Lr,, and Z E ?Jli&. 
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It is clear that the equation AX +YD= E is a particular case of the 
equation considered in the theorem. If B= I$ and C =I,, then R,=O and 
G = K,, the former giving H = 0 and the latter implying that KA may be used 
as G-, from which K,K,=O and G-G-K,. By applying these relations to 
the theorem, an equivalent formulation of the result, which was originally 
established in [l], is obtained. 
CORO~UIY. Let A E tint,,. , DE “3n,,, (and E E 91Lm,, . Then the linear 
matrix equation 
AX+YD=E 
is cc-wwistent if and only if K,ER,= 0 for some K, = I: - AA- and R,= ! - 
D-D. If this is the case, Q represent&m of the general solution is 
Y=K,ED- +W-K,WDD-, 
X=A-(E-YD)+R,Z, 
with arbitray WE”~&,,,,, and ZELX,,,. 
The authors are grateful to the referee fc)r his helpful suggestions for the 
revision of this paper. 
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